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Introduction
Rethink sustainability. Think IBM.
“Effective and authentic stewardship of our planet is
the defining challenge of our age. Factors like climate
change pose real risks to supply chains, business models,
economies and peoples’ everyday lives. Informed, vocal
and values-driven consumers, investors and legislators
are increasingly demanding concerted action and
transparency on organisations’ Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) performance. To prosper under such
scrutiny, enterprises must demonstrate authentic ethical
and sustainable business practices. IBM Consulting, with
our rich history of sustainable practices and our range of
innovative business solutions can help our clients to plot a
path towards achieving their strategic ESG aspirations.”

Angela Magee
UKI Distribution
Sector Leader
IBM Consulting
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The sustainability
imperative
Governments, investors and vocal, informed consumers are
pushing the sustainability agenda through changes in legislation,
standards and values-driven decision making. The Green Deal is
creating a mindset shift at the heart of EU ESG policy making.
Regulations such as the WRO forced labour act on US customs
and the EU Directive on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence
focus a spotlight on ethical responsibilities in the upstream and
downstream supply chain. The reputational and commercial
damage of non-compliance and exposure is significant and can
have as much as 30% negative impact (1) on shareholder value.
The 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(UNSDGs) and the 4 Task Force for Climate Related Disclosures
(TCFD) pillars are two leading global standards which offer solid
foundations on which to build ESG strategic drivers. Leveraging
technology in the supply chain to automate the capture,
reporting and analysis of ESG data related to these objectives

will be critical in enabling greater transparency and provenance,
increased efficiencies and better decision making based
on representative data.
A revolution is taking place in the FMCG and Retail space, as
ownership and consumption models are being reworked in
favour of a more transient state. Being able to trace product
provenance and ensure it is ethically sourced are high priorities
for consumers, investors and shareholders. Re-imagining a
more engaged remote shopping experience in the metaverse
will not only affect resulting carbon footprint but change the
way consumers relate to their own impact. Social sustainability
governance is gaining ever increasing traction reflected in the
emergence of specific global movements such as BCorp.
New hybrid working and living models have made a stepchange in how we travel. More visibility to GHG tracking and
offsetting options will, in future, determine the direction we take.
Conversion to electric and hydrogen energy will, for example,
intensify in both domestic and service transportation fleets.

The United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals

(1) Chain Reaction Research |
Deforestation-Driven Reputation Risk
Could Become Material for FMCGs |
May 2019
5
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Sustainability:
A competitive
advantage

Nowhere to hide
Consumers, investors and other stakeholders are scrutinising
the ESG footprint of complex, global, multi-tiered supply chains.
Purchasing habits and investment decisions are being driven by
the sustainability agenda.
Sustainability is a team sport
Transparency across the end-to-end supply chain will be
fundamental for businesses striving to demonstrate their
sustainable business credentials.
Organisations must: (i) engage their partner ecosystem and
(ii) leverage new technologies to capture and report ESG data
while also identifying opportunities to improve efficiency, drive
renewable energy transition and minimise waste.
Protecting the Brand
In today’s world of intense social media scrutiny, being found to
act unethically or without regard for the environment, can have
a potentially catastrophic impact on a brand’s reputation, and
commercial viability.
Regulatory compliance shortfalls can also risk fines or legal
action.

62%
of consumers say they’re
willing to change their
purchasing habits to reduce
environmental impact.

44%
of consumer make purposedriven purchasing decisions
based on how well products
and brands align to their
values.

It’s good business sense
Sustainability is not only good for the planet; sustainable supply
chain and procurement practices are catalysts for transformation
and can deliver considerable bottom line benefits, including:
–
–
–
–

New sustainability revenue streams
Efficiency & cost savings
Improved risk & resilience ratios
Waste minimisation

Consumers want it all:
Hybrid shopping, sustainability
and purpose-driven brands →

50%
of consumers say they’re
willing to pay a premium for
sustainable brands.

6
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The sustainability challenge

55-85%
80-90%
66-90%

of ESG impacts and waste
streams happen in the
supply chain.³

There are significant sustainability-related considerations
that CPG, Retail, Consumer and Travel & Transportation
organisations must address. These include:

of the data and insights
needed for ESG measurement
+ collaborative steering
happen in the supply chain.4

– Legislation, regulation, disclosure and compliance
– UNSDG (Sustainable Development Goals) alignment
– ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance)
practices and reporting
– Data gathering, insight and analysis
– Climate risk and impact mitigation
– The circular economy and elimination of waste
– Public and shareholder pressure

of Scope 3 emissions are
in the supply chain, outside
of the lead organisation’s
direct control.²

Supply Chain and Finance organisational transformation
hold the key to sustainable, circular, and measurable
change, while also increasing shareholder value, enabling
transparency, and protecting the integrity of the brand.
– Re-Thinking Sourcing, Networks, and Business Models
– Optimizing for Net-Zero, Green Operations and Asset
Management.
– Accounting for Sustainability and the Quadruple Bottom
Line (People, Planet, Purpose and Profit) Management.

(2) EPA (3) IBM Smarter Business
Review (4) Harvard Business Review
7
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The Quadruple Bottom Line
Sustainable supply chains are
responsible, equitable, and
viable to deliver on People, Planet,
Purpose & Profit.

People
Responsible

Purpose
Sustainable, ethical &
environmentally-friendly
business practices.

Equitable

People
Social variables dealing with
community, education, equity,
social resources, health, wellbeing, and quality of life.

Purpose

Planet

Profit
Viable

Planet
Environmental variables
relating to natural resources,
water & air quality, energy
conservation and land use.

8

Profit
Economic variables dealing with
the commercial bottom line,
mitigating ESG-risk, new business
model innovation, cash flow.
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IBM’s
sustainability
journey

9

2030

350,000

deadline to achieve
net zero GHG emissions

mtCO2e target for
residual emissions and
subsequent carbon removal
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IBM’s ESG commitment
At the forefront of the Environmental, Social and Governance
agenda. IBM has been focusing on sustainability for more than
50 years, redefining and redesigning the way we do things to
reduce the impact of our business on the environment and the
societies in which we work.
21 Sustainability Objectives
We continue to make progress to achieve our Environmental,
Social and Governance aspirations; driving to achieve our
twenty-one environmental goals which are closely aligned with
the United Nations SDGs.
We’re transparent and report our ESG performance each year.
Read the ESG Report →

Renewable energy

CO2 Emissions

Recycle & Reuse

Responsible Sourcing

9.9M

4.6M

97.7%

99%

megawatt-hours of
electricity saved

metric tons of CO2
emissions avoided

of products recycled, resold
or reused through IBM’s
Global Asset Recovery
Services (GARS) program

procurements globally by
suppliers from sustainability
managed forests

75%

4.5

20–30%

IBM’s electricity from
renewable sources by
2025 & 90% by 2030

years accelerated
in achieving CO2
emissions target

saving with Intelligent
Power Distribution unit for
Mainframes & Data Centres

Waste recycling

94.2%
of non-hazardous
waste sent for recycling
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IBM’s sustainability
services

Building on our own Environmental, Social and Governance
journey, and leveraging our wealth of cross-industry insight
and transformational change expertise, IBM has developed our
Sustainability offering portfolio for each theme (see below) that
can help our clients navigate the challenges of the ‘New Reality’.
The balance of this playbook focuses primarily on the
Sustainable Supply Chain and Circularity segment, and how
IBM can help organisations turn their ESG vision into practical
steps on the journey to becoming a Sustainable, Ethical and
Responsible enterprise. IBM’s Sustainability Services are built
around the IBM Garage for Sustainability methodology and
IBM’s Green Compass.

Introducing 5+3

IBM Garage, Strategy & Experience

Core
capabilities

Transformation
Accelerators

1
Sustainable Supply
Chain + Circularity
Supply chain innovation
to meet tomorrow’s
requirements, build
brand equity and top line
growth to operationalise
the green transition,
enable a new workforce
/ business models and
drive social impact

Sustainable Finance
+ ESG Reporting
Holistic reporting and
steering of sustainability
goals against environmental,
social, governance
disclosures and regulatory
compliance to reduce risk
and increase transparency

4

5

Decarbonization +
Clean Energy Transition
Merging of data
identification &
collection with scalable
emission reduction
strategies to envision the
organisational-specific
roadmap to net zero.

Nature, Climate Risk
Assessment + Adaptation
Application of AI and
analytics to analyse
weather and climate data
to mitigate risk, optimise
readiness and improve
operational decisions.

1
Ecosystem
Sustainability

11

2

2
Managed
Services

3
Responsible
Computing + Green IT
Amplification of
ethical computing
and enablement
of sustainable IT
techniques to promote
sustainable computing
and avoid negative
socio-economic impacts

3
Hybrid Cloud
Management

Intent into action

It’s important to be clear on strategy, roadmap, goals and
target outcomes when considering sustainable business
transformation; putting People, Planet, Purpose and Profit
at the heart of your aspirations and operating model.
Navigating the complexity and ‘noise’ of the Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) arena, with ever-evolving
legislation, regulatory requirements and accreditation
standards, can represent a significant challenge.
Achieving any successful transformation means
approaching the change in a structured way, informed by
data to drive outcomes. Start small and then scale.

Mathew Wendell
Global Sustainability
Lead, IBM Garage

Approaching strategic
sustainability change
with IBM Garage for
Sustainability Methodology

IBM Garage for Sustainability
Methodology →

Define Vision &
Objectives

Co-create
4-6 weeks
Align on the target objectives and define
your vision, key personas, and roadmap.

Roadmap
Definition

Build MVP

Co-execute
8-12 weeks
Prove the value of your vision by building
and deploying an MVP with a pilot group
of users, providing confidence to scale
the solution.

Test &
Iterate

Scale &
Optimise

12

Co-operate
12 weeks
Scale the MVP to optimise, test and
deploy sustainable solutions across your
ecosystem.

Realising value with
IBM’s Garage for sustainability
methodology

Challenges addressed

Value delivered

Regulatory pressures: Ability to achieve
international policy objectives (Paris
Agreement and the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals).

Achieve high-value results in 4-8 weeks
by zeroing in on the essential while also
charting your ongoing transformation.

Industry pressures: Expectation to keep
up with competitors on sustainability
performance or get left behind.

De-risk and modernise your investments
through a relentless focus on quantifiable
business outcomes.

Shareholder expectations: Companies
are evaluated on their ESG performance
by various third-party rating providers.

Co-create with the best hands and
minds available from around the world.

Customer expectations: Consumers
increasingly demand that brands align
with their values on sustainability.

Ensure engagement and alignment
from stakeholders and sponsors.

Experience continuous improvement
through regular user feedback.

13
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75%

of IBM’s electricity
from renewable
sources by 2025 and
90% by 2030
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Introducing IBM’s
sustainability strategy
“Sustainability is good for business and
good for our planet. In helping customers
move from ambition to action, sustainable
supply chains are the conduit for achieving
climate restoration, social equity, and
building a responsible world. Our research
shows the inextricable link between digital
transformation, sustainability, and
improved financial performance. The
sustainable enterprise moves beyond the lens
of compliance toward transformation using
open, ethical innovation, data and AI, and
exponential technology for transparency, ESG
decision orchestration, and trust. Every system
is perfectly designed to get the results it gets.
This is our moment of truth, our opportunity to
re-think and create something that changes
everything. Inaction is a decision.”

With our rich sustainability history and our extensive range of
innovative business solutions and deep industry experience and
expertise, IBM Consulting can help you plan a sustainable and
profitable path forward towards your strategic ESG aspirations.
IBM Consulting is uniquely positioned to support our clients’
sustainability transformations with our externally-recognised,
cross-industry capabilities offered under the Green Compass
framework.

IBM’s Green Compass framework helps
companies view Sustainability more
holistically, beyond the lens of net-zero.

It automates ESG reporting and
mapping of science-based targets.

The framework helps companies understand
sustainability requirements and then to
design strategy, build capability and
transform business models.

It is based on lessons from IBM’s own
50-year journey in sustainability, as well
as the latest market insight from our
Sustainability and Supply Chain leaders.

Sheri R. Hinish
IBM Consulting Sustainability
Services Lead
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IBM’s sustainable
supply chain + circularity
strategy

In the following section we look in more detail at each
element of IBM’s Green Compass suite.
We consider the business challenges being faced by
organisations and the solutions that IBM can leverage to
help our clients address sustainability and stewardship
priorities.
We outline the potential benefits and examples of where
we’ve successfully delivered value for our clients.
If you’d like to know more about each of the offerings and
associated IBM solutions, please click on the links.
Each of the IBM Green Compass’ eight elements touch on
the four key pillars of: People, Planet, Purpose and Profit.

1

2

3

4

Social
Impact

Strategic
Design

Sourcing &
Procurement

Integrated risk
Management

5

6

7

8

Sustainable
Finance

Asset
Management

Factories
and Facilities

Network &
Logistics

16
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1
Social
Impact

Dr Murray C. Simpson
Global Director
Sustainability & Market
Integration Lead
“On the journey to Net
Zero, organisations should
set more ambitious GHG
reduction targets whilst
measuring, analysing and

reporting progress in order
to reduce GHG emissions
across the end-to-end
value chain. Organisations
must also address more
stringent regulatory
frameworks while still
delivering investor, customer,
and shareholder value.”

Business Challenges

Businesses lack the capability to gather
& report accurate ESG data and leverage risk analysis to
mitigate any potentially adverse impact on the societies in
which their supply chain operates.
– Accurate, cost-effective measurement and
reporting of end-to-end supply chain GHG emissions
& other ESG factors.
– Identification & mitigation of climate and other
ESG risks to supply chain.
– Reduction of adverse ESG-related footprint on
societies and environment.

How can IBM Consulting help?

IBM offers a range of solutions to help clients mitigate the
climate, carbon and ESG compliance agenda.
These include:
– Sustainability, ESG & Climate Risk Analytics Services
– Carbon Accounting, Net Zero and Transition Services
– Climate AI Applications: Environment Intelligence Suite,
Scenario Planning Advisor (SPA), Envizi, Climanomics®

Business Outcomes

Transforming climate, carbon & ESG measuring, and
analysis capabilities can reap significant benefits,
including:

– Improved societal and environmental stewardship
– Visibility & persistent reduction of GHG emissions
– Real time dashboard, analysis and reporting
capability for:
• UN SDG goals progress
• ESG compliance
• Carbon reduction initiatives
• Sustainability metrics
• Supply chain resilience, and security status

17

Effective engagement
to reduce plastic waste →

A Plastic Bank ecosystem
of applications was created
using Blockchain and IBM
Cloud to help monetise ocean
plastic. Since 2013, Plastic
Bank have recovered > 11M
kg of ocean-bound plastic
and enabled developing
world participants to earn a
living wage.
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2
Strategic
Design

Keric Morris
Sustainability for
Enterprise Strategy
Client Partner
“With governments,
investors, and consumers
setting the guard rails and
creating the demand for
sustainable solutions across

industries there is a huge
opportunity to drive both a
more sustainable business
direction while delivering
company performance.
This will require rethinking
of business models, working
in broader eco-system plays
and making the sustainable
choice the easy choice for
customers”

Business Challenges

Companies face complex challenges to reduce
ESG impact and report accurate corporate sustainability
data across the entire value chain:
– Sustainable business strategy, practices &
operating model transformation
– Sustainability maturity and technological capability
– ESG risk identification and mitigation
– Supplier, partner & consumer engagement

How can IBM Consulting help?

IBM offers a range of solutions to help embed
sustainability into supply chain strategy and operating
models. These include:
– IBM Sustainability Garage (Strategy design
to accelerate sustainability transformation)
– IBM’s Environmental Intelligence Suite (EIS)
(Monitor, predict, analyse, measure & report ESG impact)
– Supply Chain Intelligence Suite (Actionable
insights, smarter workflows & intelligent automation)

Business Outcomes

Sustainability at the heart of the enterprise reaps
significant benefits, including:

– Improved governance and stakeholder engagement
– Mitigation of climate, GHG emissions and
other ESG risk factors
– Improved supply chain resilience and security.
– Improved brand perception, commercial &
competitive advantage

18

Sustainable Supply
Chain Optimisation →

IBM’s Supply Chain
Intelligence suite enables
ingestion and analysis of
supply chain data to meet
the challenge of creating
transparency across the
end-to-end supply chain.
This achieved significant
cost reduction in extracting
and providing insights
to supply chain data.
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3
Sourcing &
Procurement

Sarah Thuo
Associate Partner,
Supply Chain CoE
“One of the key lessons
COVID taught us is how
interconnected global supply
chains are, and how one
disconnect in the link can
cause ripple effects across

many organisations and
industries. To be future fit,
we must drive visibility and
resiliency. The heroes will
not save us - we all need to
be vigilant in future proofing
our supply chains.”

Business Challenges

Global supply chains are complex and multi-tiered,
exerting significant ESG impact on the planet.
–
–
–
–
–

Sustainable supply chain operations strategic design
Visible, transparent end-to-end ESG supply chain data
Supplier ESG engagement
Non-compliance brand perception risk
Sustainable revenue streams capitalisation

How can IBM Consulting help?

Sustainable supply chain transformations, delivering
improved quadruple bottom line. Here’s how:
– IBM® Supply Chain Control Tower (Intelligent Workflows,
E2E Visibility)
– Blockchain Transparent Supply (Blockchain ecosystem
to share data with your supply chain partners)
– Supply Chain Intelligence Suite (SCIS) (AI and the speed
of automation to improve supply chain resiliency)
– IBM Food Trust (Provenance: safer, smarter and more
sustainable food ecosystem)
– Environment Intelligence Suite (EIS)
– Responsible Sourcing Blockchain Network (RSBN)

Business Outcomes

Significant business and environmental
benefits including:

– Intelligent supply chain operations: transparency,
traceability and efficiency cost savings
– Supply chain risk reduction: ethical sourcing and ESG
regulatory compliance
– Consumer & investor advocacy
– Commercial advantage: new revenue streams,
leveraging sustainable goods & services provenance /
certification

19

Sustainable Palm Oil
Sourcing →

Provenance is a major point
of focus in terms of ESG
risks to a supply chain. How
can we identify and address
ESG risks and build trust
with suppliers of palm oil
production? IBM is leading
the way with a solution
combining satellite data,
geolocation, and AI.
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4
Integrated risk
Management

Arshita Raju
Global Executive
Sustainable Circular
Supply Chain
“To ensure compliance,
companies must proactively
detect and mitigate
externalised ESG-risk in the
supply chain; aggregating

enterprise supply chain data
and external sources to
detect, analyse and confirm
risks ideally with a SCRM
dashboard (events, alerts,
scorecard & metrics). The
supply network can then be
optimised for risk mitigation
using location analysis,
site selection and location
intelligence.”

Business Challenges

Lack of automated, accurate, and timely supply chain ESG
data to enable compliance and risk analysis.
– Lack of visibility into n-th tier suppliers and their
underlying sustainability performance
– Poor supply chain data transparency.
– Unfit for purpose technology to record, aggregate, report
and analyse supply chain data.
– Identification & mitigation of supply chain risk.
– Inaccurate ESG reporting and accounting

How can IBM Consulting help?

Application of technology and intelligent processes to
unlock supply chain data. Here’s how:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Sustainability Garage
SSCRM Assessment
Geopolitical sentiment analysis
Location intelligence, analysis and site selection
on demand
Network due diligence risk assessment and design
Supply Chain Weather Simulator
IBM Cloud Pak for Data
IBM Sustainable Hybrid Cloud

Business Outcomes

Predictive analytics, scenario envisioning and
proactive workflows to mitigate risk while balancing
between resilience and cost.

– BOM explosion and company data tracking to
provide visibility into the n-th tier suppliers and their
corresponding ESG risk
– Real time risk profile visibility & insights based on
business value impact
– Improved supply chain continuity management
– Cost-quality location screening capability, trend
analytics and situational awareness

20

Carbon Accounting
for Travel (CAT) →

Employees can be
empowered to understand
business-related travel
emissions and support
reductions. IBM’s Cloud
Garage and Carbon
Calculation APIs enabled
visibility, reporting and
analysis of emissions
to reduce actions. This
supports reduction in Scope
3 emissions and a more
sustainable mindset.
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5
Sustainable
Finance

Zlata Huddleston
Partner, Financial
Services Sustainability
“Incorporating sustainability
in all investing, financing,
underwriting and lending
activities is something we
must get to sooner rather

than later, and every financial
professional should be
trained in Sustainability,
ESG and climate-related
issues applicable to their
function. This would drive
sustainability integration into
all FI funding and investing
activity, which is critical to
help the financial services
industry close the global
funding gap to support the
Paris Agreement goals.”

Business Challenges

Carbon and ESG regulatory reporting; carbon accounting
complexity and tracking. 3 tiers of ESG Transformation
(to operationalise):
1. Reporting: meeting disclosure needs
2. Steering: providing corporate direction
3. Operationalisation: embed data insights at all levels of
the organisation

How can IBM Consulting help?

IBM offers a range of services and solutions to
empower companies to manage ESG liabilities and
opportunities proactively. These include:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Materiality Assessments to identify prioritised goals
ESG Reporting Accelerators (mapped to disclosures)
Data and Technology Assessment
ESG Global Regulatory Policies Explorer
Sustainability-linked financial products
Climate & Energy Transition Risk Analytics & Energy
Transition Risk Analytics (TCFD) Climanomics®

Business Outcomes

Reporting sustainability goals mapped against
UN SDGs, and operationalisation to embed new
ways of working; which will provide business
benefits including:

– ESG data ecosystem and analytics
– Net Zero strategy; assurance & compliance reporting
– Sustainability benefits, ROI, emissions and carbon offset tracking and accounting
– Monetisation of sustainable value streams

21

FAST Infra Sustainable
Finance Platform →

Investment in infrastructure
of $6.9 trillion USD
per year required to meet
global development needs
by 2030. FAST-Infra
reduces sustainable
infrastructure investment
gap by transforming it
into a liquid asset class to
scale-up private investment
in emerging and developing
economies.
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6
Asset
Management

Shyam Nagarajan
Global Partner,
Blockchain and
Sustainability
“Sustainability starts with
assets; maintenance,
refurbishment and/
or replacement can
impact the environment.

Smarter infrastructure
and optimisation of assets
provide both sustainability
and business value. By
leveraging best-practice
industry models companies
can optimise asset
maintenance strategies and
foster a more sustainable
enterprise.”

Business Challenges

Transparent cross functional data; systems and
process reengineering to facilitate emissions and
environmental impact reductions. Sustainable
operations planning & execution. Optimised asset
management:
– Lifecycle ESG footprint
– Energy usage costs
– Climate-related risk and downtime

How can IBM Consulting help?

Creating smarter infrastructure fosters more
sustainable and valuable operations. Here’s how:
– Asset Performance Management (APM Software &
Solutions)
– Operation Modernization (Fleets/ Infra)
– MAXIMO (Enterprise Asset Management, Resilient
infrastructure and intelligent operations)
– IBM TRIRIGA® (Smart Facilities)
– Digital Twin (Data Centre Transformation)

Business Outcomes

Optimisation of enterprise assets will provide
significant commercial and environmental
benefits including:

– Smart building operations optimisation:
reduced asset GHG/carbon footprint.
– Reduced maintenance & replacement costs
– Increased renewable energy ratio; improved
energy efficiency & reduced costs
– Reduced asset lifecycle environmental impact

22

Aligning measurement of
Carbon Footprint →

Grainer achieved its
corporate environmental
goals using IBM TRIRIGA,
which allowed identification
of inefficient facilities along
with a route to assess and
implement opportunities.
IBM TRIRIGA records
energy consumption, autocalculating emissions and
carbon footprint using GHG
Protocol.
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7
Factories
and Facilities

Phil Spring
Senior Partner
Comms UKI / EE&U Europe
Leader
“Clean Electrification,
emissions management,
alternative fuels and the
application of new, emergent
technology will be critical

Business Challenges

investments to be made as
industries move towards
net-zero. Keeping our future
economy moving will
require a resilient and secure
energy supply, necessitating
a wholesale transformation
to a decentralised,
distributed energy system.
A commitment from
industrial energy users is
also needed to continually
drive down energy
consumption and prioritise
sustainable processes.”

Collaborating and connecting across
multiple ecosystems in multiple industries.
– Evolution of new eco-friendly business
models and processes
– Implementation of new technology platforms,
AI & enhanced data analysis capabilities
– Shifting domestic and industrial customers’
consumption patterns to renewable energy

How can IBM Consulting help?

IBM has expertise to help clients transition
to clean electrification. These include:
– Streamline maintenance and reduced outages
with utility asset management solutions
– Utility asset management solutions
– Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) solutions
– Utility customer management solutions
(Low Carbon Customers)
– Energy, environment and utilities (Distributed
Energy, Flexible Energy, Mobile Energy,
Grid Resilience, New Energy Systems)

Business Outcomes

Switching to clean electrification can reap significant
commercial and operational benefits, including:

– Viable business models to support
Net Zero journey (e.g. carbon capture)
– Distributed energy asset management:
increased energy flexibility/yield; reduced costs
– Decarbonised power generation; integration
of renewable and alternative fuel sources
– Compelling offers and experiences for
sustainable products and services recovery

23

Factory of the Future →

Reducing energy
consumption in
manufacturing and facilities
is imperative. Smart
dashboards give managers
and engineers a real-time
view of energy consumption.
Connected systems and data
provide foundations for AIinfused decision making and
automation to optimise the
quadruple bottom line.
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8
Network &
Logistics

Business Challenges

Emily Chien
Global Offering Leader,
Sustainability Weather & Climate
“As global warming
continues, the severity
and frequency of
extreme weather
events accelerate. In
fact, extreme weather
events & climate
change are the biggest
risks facing humanity
according to the World

Economic Forum.
These hazards, as well as
climate change, present
clients with significant
physical and liability risks,
for example: business
operations, consumer
demand, supply chain
disruption, employee safety,
as well as broader important
transition risks due to
decarbonisation (market,
policy, underwriting, market
asset revaluation, etc.).”

Climate-driven disruption of supply chain operating
model. Incorporation of weather and geo intelligence
into business operations.
–
–
–
–

Extreme Weather & Situational Awareness
Weather-related impact mitigation (outages)
Environmental Monitoring & Compliance
Supply chain weather-related costs and risk

How can IBM Consulting help?

Provision of democratised, accurate and reliable
weather forecasts and data. Here’s how:
– Weather Company
– Global High-Resolution Atmospheric
Forecasting System (GRAF)
– Environmental Intelligence Suite
– Weather Intelligence
– Renewables Forecasting
– Weather Consulting

Business Outcomes

Weather Forecast Reports
and Demand Forecasting →

– Weather data alerts & triggers
– Predictive analytics for business decisions/ operational
forecasting to mitigate climate-related risk and losses
– Increased supply chain resilience, climate impact
assessment and rapid recovery

How can we enable accurate
demand planning for chilled
food, improving choice,
availability and reducing
waste? IBM & The Weather
Company provided weather
reports, weather alerts
and API access to weather
data for conducting deep
dive analytics. The result
is balanced supply and
demand, minimised food
waste and optimal stock
volumes.

Leveraging weather-related insights can reap both
business and environmental benefits; including:

24
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Sustainability
success factors

Building a sustainable future will require engagement and
collaboration with all aspects of the supply chain and partner
eco-systems. Data will underpin the transformation of these
relationships to facilitate new insights and collaborative ways
of working. Scope 3 GHG emission data relies on partnerships
between manufacturers, suppliers and consumers. Robust
reporting frameworks with an ability to scale data and knowledge
insights are key to unlocking sustainable transformation.
A recent IBM IBV Study, underlines that the most successful
organisations in the post COVID era are those with stretching
ESG targets that are seen to be tracking progress against the
persistent scrutiny from consumers, investors and legislators.
Leading Sustainable Behaviours
To achieve success in sustainability, a recent IBM Institute for
Business Value (IBV) study identified six factors that enabled
leaders to perform better than others:
–
–
–
–
–

Use sustainability as catalyst for transformation
Leverage emerging technologies and data
Embed sustainability across the organisation
C-level and CEO involvement & responsibility
Collaborate with ecosystems and supply chains for beyond
Tier 1 visibility and resilience
– Engage with employees and customers
Capitalising on Opportunities
Sustainability touches all parts of an organisation but is not
solely about risk mitigation. Realising potential ESG-related
opportunities unlocks benefits at every stage of the supply
chain from procurement, to logistics, to product life cycle
management.
Sustainability as a
transformation catalyst →

63%
of trailblazers in
sustainability also
outperform on innovation
compared to competitors.
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What to do next

Strategy
Are sustainable business practices
(People, Planet, Purpose & Profit) at the
heart of your strategy and operating
model? Have you set your targets against
UN SDGs; can you report progress
transparently and authentically?
Leading practice examples:
– ESG strategic planning, sustainable
business processes and operating model
transformation.
– ESG cross-functional leadership and
senior level accountability.
– ESG targets & metrics agreed, measured
and reported.
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Is your organisation sustainable? Consider the following
questions and examples of how sustainability leaders are
tackling the challenges.

Partnerships
Are you working with suppliers and other
ecosystem partners to drive ESG and
sustainable business practices? Have you
engaged your employees and
your consumers?
Leading practice examples:
– Phased, prioritised supplier engagement
– Compliance standards, metrics & reporting
requirements agreed; audit program to
identify & mitigate issues.
– Social media campaigns to demonstrate
authentic ESG improvements.

Visibility
Do you have data transparency across
your end-to-end supply chain? Can you spot
potential resiliency and ethical / environmental
compliance risks hidden in your supply chain?

Efficiency & Optimisation
Are you capitalising on sustainability-related
commercial opportunities? Are you squeezing
the most efficiencies, insights and bottom line
benefits out of your supply chain?

Leading practice examples:
– Technology maturity assessment for
ESG data capture, analysis and reporting.
– E2E supply chain mapping and risk
assessment to mitigate ESG risks.
– Accurate, timely ESG status reporting.

Leading practice examples:
– Targeted consumer spending trend analysis;
development of new sustainable products
and services; ethical and sustainable
sourcing.
– Supply chain process mining, automation
and intelligent processes.
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IBM: The way to go
Technology is at the core of any sustainability transition, but
IBM Consulting offers far more than that. We are leaders in
the ESG field with our extensive range of solutions, experience
and talent to help guide our clients through their sustainability
transformation.
IBM Consulting’s strength is our ability to turn sustainabilityrelated intent into action at any point along the supply chain,
leveraging both our own services and solutions and by working
with an ecosystem of market-leading solution providers.

IBM and our partners
offer comprehensive
solutions and services for
your sustainability needs

Ecosystem and ventures
Innovative technologies and
skills to deliver additional
capability around strategic
partners and beyond

Strategic partners
Enterprise-scale platforms
on which we offer deep,
industry-specific expertise

IBM Quantum

SCRP
Research
Inside

Green Compass
IBM Technology
and Research
Access to cutting-edge
portfolio of IBM technologies
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In conclusion:
a new frontier
“Sustainability requires a cultural shift. A sustainable organisation is one that
drives optimal resourcing, is both transparent & ethical, and subsequently
generates less waste and harm to the environment and society. By harnessing
and connecting broader sources of data, this enables full transparency and
provenance of not only commodities but critical ESG intelligence into the
decision-making processes for better business outcomes. More responsible
supply chains can activate a circular economy and a fully equitable world.
The axis for sustainable responsibility is shifting from the product and service
providers across suppliers to consumers and how they engage within the total
end to end supply chain. IBM is architecting change for both business and
society with sustainable technology, differentiated services, ethical innovation
and co-creation with our global ecosystem of partners.
This is a vast challenge requiring end to end collaboration and monumental
digital transformation to help a more sustainable future. We all have a
responsibility to help safeguard both people and our planet.
What change will you make today?”

Ursula Heng
Associate Partner
UKI Supply Chain &
Procurement Practice
IBM Consulting
Ursula.Heng@ibm.com
Ursula is a recognised supply chain and sustainability expert with
more than 20-years experience in the FMCG Distribution sector
managing enterprise transformational change.
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